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Strong relationships with community organizations expand the YMCA’s impact to
disadvantaged children, adults who are homeless or in transition, adults with special needs,
Aboriginal youth and families, and people seeking healthier lifestyles, among others.
“The Y is important because a lot of newcomers have
barriers in accessing recreational activities, especially
as wide as what the YMCA offers,” says Ali Abukar, Executive Director of the Saskatoon Open Door Society. The
Society and the YMCA, both non-profits, partnered to
offer a female-only and male-only swimming class for
students whose culture prevents them from being in
the pool with opposite genders .
Involving refugees and low-income immigrants in
recreational programs contributes to both their physical and social well being, and leads to “civic engagement and community building,” says Ali.
Other community relationships enable:
• mothers and fathers to develop positive parenting
skills during a program offered at the YMCA by Family
Service Saskatoon
• patients who would benefit from becoming more

active to be prescribed free three month memberships
from physicians and nurse practitioners
• students in Grades 3 and 4 to discover how to
prevent drowning through Swim to Survive, a joint program with the City of Saskatoon
• youth connected with Egadz, White Buffalo Youth
Lodge, Kilburn Hall, John Howard Society and 14 high
schools experience enhanced physical activity
• young people in the Y’s youth leadership program to
volunteer at other organizations in the community
• adults living at the Lighthouse Supported Living
and Calder Centre to benefit from physical activity at
the YMCA
• youngsters, aged 5 to 12, to attend safe, fun and
engaging before and after school programs
• other community organizations working with
children to benefit from the YMCA’s experience as the
largest national non-profit provider of child care.

A community hub
At the YMCA of Saskatoon:
• 2,000 members of all ages participate in fitness programs, swimming lessons, martial arts
classes, and family activities
• approximately half of the 400 to 500 children and youth belonging to the YMCA receive
assisted memberships
• 1,472 youngsters, 185 assisted, enjoy summer camp at the YMCA or Blackstrap Lake
• children fill 867 spots in day camps at the Y during 20 other school break days
• 104 families depend on childcare services in the heart of downtown and at a converted
house in Sutherland
• more than 350 children enjoy before and after school care throughout Saskatoon
• children from families with limited resources benefit from using Y facilities through partnerships with Dream Brokers and the Saskatoon Open Door Society
• 125 employees and more than 70 volunteers foster the participation of one and all
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The benefits generated by the work of the YMCA of Saskatoon extend beyond
healthy exercise in the fitness centre, gym or pool. Assorted programs fill the
downtown facility to capacity with: giggling children learning at the day care centre; youngsters enjoying swimming lessons or school break camps; eager youth
developing leadership skills; and connections between adults with differing backgrounds, experiences, incomes, and fitness goals.
The YMCA creates opportunities and enriches the
lives of a broad mix of children, youth, adults and
families. This diversity is fostered by the YMCA’s
open-access policy, which enables eligible people
of all ages to begin their path to healthier lifestyles
with subsidized memberships or camp registrations.
“We didn’t think it was an option for us, because
we’re always just scraping by,” says Krista Pederson,
whose six children ages 6 to 18 have taken YMCA
classes and attended camps. “I joke about it being a second home, but it’s not really
a joke, because it feels like home and it’s safe,” she adds. The busy mom likes having
several programs under one roof, so one child can take karate, while another is in
judo, and her youngest is in hourly childcare while she works out.
Krista sees the YMCA’s diversity as another big plus: “It’s a great place for everybody. You can meet people from all over the world right here in this building. You
could do everything in your own little bubble, but that’s not what my husband and I
want for our family. We want to meet lots of different people and be exposed to lots of different
ways of living.”
Money was a limiting factor for L.J. Veszi’s family while he was growing up. But at the YMCA, he
had the chance to participate in swimming, arts
and crafts, gymnastics, karate, camp and youth
leadership.
These activities transformed him from a troubled youth into an engaged young leader, camp
counselor and an international karate competitor. “It is because of the community
at the YMCA that I am a stronger individual,” says the 21-year-old, now studying to
become a teacher. L.J. attributes his own character strengths to the influence of
the YMCA, and sees that happening to the youngsters he now mentors there as an
instructor of karate and the Leaders in Training program. “The kids you used to see
are literally growing up in your footsteps. I look forward to seeing them surpass me.
Whatever you do affects the next generation.
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The YMCA’s programs and services revolve around the vision of Saskatoon as a diverse community where people are healthy and have a collective
sense of belonging. Six core values – honesty, respect, caring, acceptance, responsibility and fairness – weave through all our activities.

After more than 45 years,
the YMCA’s empowering
activities are outgrowing its
downtown location. The solid building is aging, cramped
and falling short of meeting
demands.
Since the facility was built,
Saskatoon has experienced a
dramatic transformation. The population has grown to more than 260,000
residents from 140,000 and become more diverse with a recent upsurge in newcomers.
Such growth and change has lead to requests for increased family programs, additional space
for active seniors, plus a more innovative YMCA that is responsive to the many ways people
now pursue healthy lifestyles. Welcoming spaces that suit the needs of families and active children are also needed.
Day camps are now operating out of squash courts, the yoga studio is serving as a makeshift
meeting room and the supervised play area is simply a section of a hall. On rainy summer days,
140 young campers crowd into the building.
The well-used facility is showing its age. Heating and ventilation systems leave the air stale
and too hot to exercise during the summer. Spots in the gym floor are buckling from overuse,
and the pumps and filter for the pool need a major overhaul.
After extensive investigation of the options, the YMCA Board decided to renovate its downtown location rather than build a new facility elsewhere in partnership with the City of Saskatoon. This decision was based on consultations and assessments that provided a fuller understanding of the community’s needs, and determined that central Saskatoon was the best place
for an essential hub for children, youth, adults and families.
Renovations estimated to cost $8M will ensure that the main location and headquarters of the
YMCA of Saskatoon is more efficient, comfortable, clean and safe.
Preliminary plans by AODBT Architecture and Interior Design focus on developing a community hub that serves people in our vibrant downtown for years to come.
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Reinvesting in the YMCA of Saskatoon’s downtown location will have widespread benefits because of the diversity of programs offered. The decision to renovate rather than build elsewhere
followed research that identified how the charity could best serve our residents as a whole.
Leadership support from the community will be necessary for the YMCA to fulfill vital needs
focused on healthy living, helping families and fostering connections. Individual, corporate and
other donors will be sought.
Reinvestment in the current YMCA of Saskatoon will transform the tired building with a cold
stone exterior into one befitting the enriching activities offered to the children, youth, adults and
families.
Renovations are expected to double the membership. This in turn will help create sustainability
for the variety of programs that enhance the lives of children, youth, adults and families.
Plans and construction timelines are evolving and will be finalized upon determining the feasibility of a major capital campaign.
The renovations excite youth leader L.J. Veszi, who says, “The environment in which we educate,
coach, play, and work in is almost, if not just as important, as the lessons we teach. When you
walk into a room and see something great, great things tend to happen! It’s a simple, and yet
amazing interaction between the environment and the people.”

The concept to enhance user experience includes:
• setting a welcoming, inclusive atmosphere from the exterior into
the heart of the building
• creating a family friendly environment with visible play areas in
places beyond the child care centre
• enhancing individual and group fitness areas
• improving access and flow for all users with pathways, consolidation of fitness areas, and installation of a lift for enhanced accessibility
• refreshing such areas as change rooms and child care areas

